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Abstract: Shadowing is currently one of the most popular research topics in CALL (Computer Assisted Language
Learning). Our previous studies realized automatic assessment using the GOP (Goodness of Pronunciation) scores,
and made a step toward automatically generating corrective feedbacks for shadowing speeches. In this study, we col-
lected English shadowing speeches from Japanese university students. Manual scores of these speeches are given by
a bilingual English teacher. Using this labeled corpus, we investigated automatic proficiency assessment using DNN
(Deep Neural Network) based acoustic models. Here GOP (Goodness of Pronunciation) scores were estimated using
DNN and they were compared to GMM-based GOP scores in terms of assessment performance. Further, DTW (Dy-
namic Time Wrapping) distances between learners’ shadowed utterances and model utterances were calculated using
posterior vectors. This DTW-based score was also compared to GOP-based scores. The result suggests that DNN
based approach shows better performance than traditional GMM based ones. In the DTW-based comparison, language
independency was also discussed.
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1. Introduction
Shadowing is a task which requires the speaker to repeat the

played audio immediately while listening to it. It has been
adopted as a practicing strategy for simultaneous interpreters
since it includes not only speaking and listening, but also com-
prehending speech. Recently, many researches have shown that
shadowing is also effective for language learning, especially for
second language learning [1], [2], [3]. All of these studies sug-
gested that shadowing could be more or at least no less effec-
tive in terms of improving speakers’ language skills than tra-
ditional practicing strategies such as extensive reading, reading
aloud and listening. However, learners need corrective feedbacks
on their shadowing speeches. This work is usually done by lan-
guage teachers so far, which requires a large amount of human re-
sources. One of the solutions is to estimate the proficiency scores
and generate corresponding feedbacks automatically. To train and
evaluate estimation models, a corpus of shadowing speeches with
manual scores labeled is also required.

In our previous studies, we adopted GMM-based GOP (Good-
ness of Pronunciation) scores as automatically estimated shad-
owers proficiency [4]. We also made a step toward automatic
corrective feedback generation, where shadowing errors in a sub-
set of the corpus were transcribed [5]. Here, GOP was adopted as
one feature to predict proficiency scores using regression models.
Previous results suggested that GMM-based GOP scores have
good correlation with TOEIC scores when language proficien-
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cies of learners are well distributed and the recorded speeches are
clean. In the case that speeches are recorded with background
noise and many speakers have similar language proficiencies, the
correlation drops down dramatically. This could be alleviated by
introducing some other features and performing regression anal-
ysis [5].

However, it has been long doubted that whether it is reason-
able to adopt TOEIC scores as performance metric of language
proficiency of shadowing since TOEIC tests do not contain any
speaking tests until a few years ago. In addition, the size of the
corpus used in our previous study [4] is not sufficient since only
about 40 speakers participated in those experiments. Thus, in this
study, we collected English shadowing speeches from 125 univer-
sity students for a wider examination. A bilingual English teacher
manually scored these speeches by paying attention to the fact
that these utterances were obtained from shadowing practices.
By using these scores as the ground truth of learners real shadow-
ing performance, DNN (Deep Neural Network) based and GMM-
based GOP scores are computed. On the other hand, DTW (Dy-
namic Time Wrapping) distances between shadowed and model
speeches are computed using DNN-based posteriors, and the re-
sults are compared with DNN-based GOP scores. Here, language
independency was also discussed.

2. Corpus collection
As previously mentioned, we collected English shadowing

speeches from university student learners in Japan. An online
shadowing recording site was developed for this data collection.
It can be used in both shadowing practice and recording. 125
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Fig. 1: An example of background noise level histogram for stu-
dents from university K. X axis is the noise level and Y axis is the
number of students in each noise level.

students in total participated in this recording, and they are from
3 universities, which are called K, T and A. These students are
asked to shadow 50 read sentences from 4 passages without view-
ing the texts. Each sentence is shadowed 4 times. Students
from university T and A (45 in total) recorded their speeches in
the CALL (Computer Assisted Language Learning) classroom,
where the background environment is quite noisy. On the other
hand, students from university K (80 students) were asked to
record in a quiet environment, such as private rooms at home.
An instruction, including the setup of recording devices, the cor-
rect mouth position to the microphone and how to use the online
recording tools, is prepared for reference.

We intentionally inserted a 1 second silence at the beginning of
each model utterance, so we can assume only background noises
are included in the first 1 second of each shadowed speech. Based
on the sum of power in the first 1 second, noise level histograms
were generated and fed back to home-recording students (from
university K) for self-checking. Fig. 1 shows an example of the
noise level histogram on a web page. Students can check their
own noise levels on the web page, so ones with high noise lev-
els will examine their recording environments and try to improve
them the next time. This feedback increased to some degree sub-
jects awareness of preparing a good recording condition by them-
selves.

3. Manual Scoring
To lay the groundwork for automatic shadowing speech estima-

tion, we also manually scored the corpus collected in Section 2.
It would be too much work to manually check all these speeches,
so only 10 out of 50 sentences are picked up to be scored for each
speaker. Here, only the forth recordings were adopted for manual
scoring.

A bilingual English teacher assessed all these utterances. Con-
sidering the case that some shadowers are only able to shadow
the beginning part of a model utterance, each utterance was di-
vided into 2 or 3 phrases (fixed before recording) according to
the length of text. Scoring was done for each phrase in these

Table 1: Mean and standard deviation(SD) of manual scores (a)
in phrase level, (b) for the three aspects.

(a) Phrase level
Phrase A Phrase B Phrase C

Mean 10.5 9.8 10.2
SD 1.3 1.7 1.9

(b) Three aspects
Segments Prosody Correctness

Mean 1.9 4.2 4.1
SD 0.62 0.57 0.54

sentences. In total, the American teacher manually rated 3,375
shadowed phrases. Using these phrase-based scores, it is possible
to derive sentence-level and speaker-level scores. Sentence-level
manual scores are obtained by averaging phrase-level ones, and
speaker-level manual scores are obtained by averaging sentence-
level ones.

Her assessment was done for the following three aspects:
• Segments (S): Goodness of producing phonemes or seg-

ments phonetically.
• Prosody (P): Goodness of realizing stress, lexical accent and

phrase intonation.
• Correctness (C): How well the speaker followed the model

utterance. It was examined whether the learner reproduced
each given word intentionally after comprehension.

The score of each aspect ranges from 1 (worst) to 5 (best), so the
full score is 15 and the worst score is 3.

Table 1(a) showed statistics about manual scores in phrase
level. Phrases A, B and C indicate the beginning, middle and end-
ing part of each sentence respectively. (3 sentences have only 2
phrases so they do not have phrase C and phrase B becomes their
ending part.) Although phrase A has the highest mean score, no
significant difference was found among phrase A, B and C. This
is consistent with the fact that only the forth recordings were
manually assessed, which means speakers have enough time to
practice. Table 1(b) gives the information about detailed manual
scores in terms of the three aspects. Segments mean score is only
1.9 out of 5, which is reasonable since many speakers shadowed
with strong Japanese accents. On the other hand, prosody and
correctness scores are relatively high, which means after practic-
ing 3 times, speakers almost understood the meaning of sentences
and could imitate them well.

To investigate the relationship between manual scores and
TOEIC scores, all the participants have taken a mini TOEIC pre-
test. Their scores are rescaled from 0 to 100. The speaker-level
manual score of a learner is compared to his/her TOEIC score.
The result is plotted in Fig. 2. The correlation coefficient is only
0.44, which confirmed our doubts about TOEIC test, i.e. TOEIC
test does not always represent the true shadowing performance
well. Thus, later experiments are all based on manual scores, not
TOEIC scores.

4. GOP
4.1 GMM-based GOP

GOP (Goodness of Pronunciation) score is an index represent-
ing the degree of clarity of speeches. It is widely used in general
speech assessment tasks. Technically speaking, GOP score is just
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Fig. 2: Relationship between manual score and TOEIC score.
Correlation coefficient = 0.44.

the posterior probability of phonemes given the utterance. It is
usually defined as [6]:

GOP(p) =
1

Dp
log(P(p|O(p)))

=
1

Dp
log

(
P(O(p)|p)P(p)∑

q∈Q P(O(p)|q)P(q)

)
≈

1
Dp

log
(

P(O(p)|p)
maxq∈Q P(O(p)|q)

)
, (1)

where P(p|O(p)) is the posterior probability of phoneme p
given utterance O(p), Q is the set of all phonemes and Dp is the
duration of utterance O(p).

In previous studies, GMM-based acoustic models were
adopted to compute GOP scores. Since it is difficult to calculate
posterior probabilities directly using GMM-based models, GOP
is often obtained approximately by the ratio of alignment likeli-
hood and speech recognition likelihood. For this approximation,
some accuracy lost is considered to be inevitable.

4.2 DNN-based GOP
Recent years, many studies showed that DNN based acous-

tic model has better recognition accuracy in many scenarios, as
long as a large amount of data is provided [7]. DNN models
are also considered more robust in a noisy environment, which is
preferred in this research since some speeches in the corpus are
recorded in a noisy CALL classroom as previously mentioned.
Furthermore, DNN-based acoustic model could directly estimate
the posterior probability of each frame in utterances without do-
ing approximation. Thus, it’s very natural to adopt DNN-based
acoustic model to compute GOP scores. With the DNN-based
model, the formula of GOP can be simplified as:

GOP(p) =
1

Dp
log(P(p|O(p))). (2)

So the GOP score of an utterance/phrase could be calculated
by the following steps:
( 1 ) Align utterance/phrase with text using GMM-based model

and obtain intended phoneme for each frame.
( 2 ) Calculate the posterior probability distribution over all 3,386

kinds of context-dependent phonemes for each frame using
the DNN-based model.

( 3 ) Sum up posterior probabilities of the corresponding intended
phonemes for all frames and normalize them by the duration
of this utterance/phrase.

Speaker-level GOP scores can be derived by averaging
utterance/phrase-level GOP scores.

4.3 DTW
The DTW is a technique that allows a non-linear mapping of

one signal to another by minimizing the accumulated distance be-
tween the two [8]. The smaller the distance is, the more similar
the two signals are. DTW could also be applied in measuring
the distance between two sequences of posterior vectors as long
as the distance between vectors are defined. Since posterior vec-
tor has the property that the sum of all elements is 1, it’s possi-
ble to adopt distance metrics defined for probability distribution
[9], [10]. Commonly used distance metrics are:

EUC(x, y) =

√√√ N∑
i=1

(xi − yi)2 (3)

BD(x, y) = − log

 N∑
i=1

√
xiyi

 (4)

KL(x, y) =

N∑
i=1

xi ∗ (log xi − log yi), (5)

where x and y are two vectors which satisfy
∑

i xi = 1,
∑

i yi =

1, and N is their dimension.
Equation (3) is the Euclid Distance [8] between two vectors,

which do not require vectors to be probability distribution. Equa-
tion (4) and Equation (5) are Bhattacharyya Distance(BD) [11]
and Kullback-Leibler(KL) divergence [10] of two probability dis-
tributions, respectively. They are both commonly used indices to
measure the similarity of distributions. Note that although KL-
divergence is not symmetrical for x and y, it would change much
if we swap x and y. In this study, all three metrics are adopted
to compute the similarity between posterior sequences of model
utterances and shadowed utterances.

The reason we are working on DTW is that DTW distance cal-
culation does not require any linguistic information of utterances,
such as transcripts of the utterances or their language identity. On
the other hand in the GOP scoring, acoustic features of the model
utterances are not needed instead, which is kind of waste. In this
study, we computed the DTW distance using not only English,
but also Japanese acoustic models to investigate the language in-
dependency between the language spoken and the language of the
DNN model.

English and Japanese are usually considered to be very differ-
ent languages, at least in terms of the pronunciations. Technically
speaking, the value of each dimension of DNN-based posteriors is
just the probability of a context-dependent phoneme in the acous-
tic model. Although English and Japanese acoustic models have
nearly completely different sets of phonemes and the number of
phonemes of Japanese is much smaller than that of English, as
long as a large number of context-dependent phonemes is pro-
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vided, it may be possible to say that most phonemes in English
could be covered using Japanese acoustic models. In other words,
similarity calculation using Equations (3), (4), or (5) will be sim-
ilar between English models and Japanese models. This is ex-
tremely meaningful for automatic shadowing assessment of mi-
nor languages since some languages yet have not enough speech
corpus to train a good acoustic model.

5. Experiment Design and Result
5.1 Acoustic Model

We trained three acoustic models in this experiment: Model
HTK, Model KALDI WSJ and Model KALDI CSJ. Model HTK
is a pre-trained English acoustic model using WSJ (Wall Street
Journal) recipe of HTK [12]. This includes only GMM-based
model and is used in previous studies. Model KALDI WSJ is
an English acoustic model trained using WSJ recipe of Toolkit
KALDI [13], including both GMM-based and DNN-based mod-
els. Model KALDI CSJ is an Japanese acoustic model trained us-
ing CSJ (Corpus of Spontaneous Japanese) recipe of KALDI, and
also includes both GMM-based and DNN-based models. In addi-
tion, LDA (Linear Discriminative Analysis) dimension reduction
and FMLLR (Feature space Maximum Likelihood Linear Regres-
sion) are also applied to the two KALDI models. All other set-
tings remained unchanged, i.e. default values of the two recipes.
Since CSJ has larger corpus size, the default number of tied-states
of context-dependent phonemes for Model KALDI CSJ (about
9,000 states) is about 3 times larger than Model KALDI WSJ
(about 3,000 states).

Model HTK is used as GMM model, and Model KALDI WSJ
is used as DNN model in the GOP experiments. Model
KALDI WSJ is used as English acoustic model, and model
KALDI CSJ is used as Japanese acoustic model in the DTW ex-
periments.

5.2 GOP
GOP scores computed using both GMM-based and DNN-

based models are shown along with manual scores in Fig. 3.
Speaker-level DNN-based GOP scores are obtained by averag-
ing sentence-level posteriors, and speaker-level GMM-based ones
are obtained by averaging sentence-level posteriors in log space.
DNN-based GOP scores show a high correlation with manual
score (with coefficient=0.82), which is consistent with the fact
that DNN has better performance in speech recognition. On the
other hand, GMM-based (HTK) GOP score is not as good as
those in previous studies, with relatively low correlation coef-
ficient 0.49 (Previous studies are all above 0.60). Several fac-
tors could be taken into account: Many utterances in corpus are
noisy but no pre-processing like FMLLR for HTK model; Pre-
vious studies adopted TOEIC scores as target scores, which has
been changed to manual scores.

Comparing to GMM-based model, adopting DNN-based
model gains about a 67% relative accuracy improvement. One
possible reason of higher performance of DNN-GOP is the as-
sessment strategy of the teacher we adopted for manual rating.
Her strategy might be coincident with how DNN rated shadow-
ing speeches. We may have to examine manual scores given by

(a) Relationship of manual scores and DNN-based GOP. Correlation
Coefficient = 0.82.

(b) Relationship of manual scores and GMM-based GOP. Correlation
Coefficient = 0.49.

Fig. 3: Relationship between manual scores and DNN/GMM-
based GOP.

other teachers.
Another interesting result is that even though the correlation

coefficient of GMM-based model is only 0.49, it’s still higher
than the one between TOEIC scores and manual scores. This
means it’s more adequate to use these automatic scores than tak-
ing a TOEIC test if a learner wants to know his true proficiency
of English shadowing.

5.3 DTW
DTW distance is calculated between each pair of shadowing

utterances and model utterances. Equations (3), (4), (5) are used
as distance metrics between posterior probability vectors. The
distance between frame i of model utterance and frame j of shad-
owed utterance is annotated as D(i, j). The local path constraint
for DTW is the ordinary 3-path constraint: For point (i, j), only
points (i−1, j), (i, j−1) and (i−1, j−1) are legal transitions, and
the transition costs are D(i, j), D(i, j) and 2D(i, j) respectively
(Fig. 4). Sentence-level DTW distances are finally normalized
by the duration of corresponding model utterance. Speaker-level
DTW distances are obtained by averaging sentence-level ones.
Since the GMM-based model is not capable of generating poste-
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Fig. 4: The DTW local path constraints used in this study. For
point (i, j), only points (i − 1, j), (i, j − 1) and (i − 1, j − 1) are
legal transitions.

rior vectors directly, only the DNN-based model is used in this
experiment.

Fig. 5 shows the relationship of manual scores and DTW dis-
tances using the English acoustic model. As previously men-
tioned, the dimension of posterior vectors remains default value
(about 3,000). Note that the shorter DTW distance is, the more
similar two signals are, so all the correlation coefficients are neg-
ative. Both BD and KL-div show promising results, with corre-
lation coefficient -0.79 and -0.74 respectively, which are close to
the GOP one, but without requiring the text. The correlation co-
efficients between DNN-based GOP scores and DTW distance in
speaker-level are -0.64, -0.93, -0.92 using Euclid Distance, BD
and KL-div as measurement respectively. Generally speaking,
BD has better performance than the other two metrics.

Based on the previous promising results, we made a further
step to computing DTW distances using acoustic models of a dif-
ferent language. The Japanese acoustic model (trained using CSJ)
has about 9,000 tied-states by default. However, to compare with
the English acoustic model, the dimension of posterior vectors are
considered to be important since it is related to the granularity of
the DNN learning step. It is valuable if we could check how the
posterior vector dimension is related to the correlation between
DTW distances and manual scores. So in this experiment, two
Japanese acoustic models were trained with the only difference
that one has about 9,000 tied-states and the other has about 3,000
tied-states (which is comparable to the English model). Only BD
is used as the distance metric of posterior vectors.

The relationship between Japanese-model-based DTW accu-
mulated distances and manual scores is shown in Fig. 6, with
9,000 and 3,000 tied-states respectively. This speaker-level dis-
tance is obtained by averaging sentence-level distances of each
speaker. Although shadowing speeches are recorded in English,
the DTW distance generated by the 3,000 tied-states Japanese
model still represents speakers’ shadowing proficiencies well,
with a rather high correlation coefficient -0.74, which is close to
the English model based one (-0.79).

On the other hand, the 9,000 tied-states model doesn’t work
out very well, with only a -0.52 correlation coefficient. This con-
firmed our concern about a larger tied-state size doesn’t mean a
better performance. The reason is considered to be that differ-
ent from native speakers, second language learners could hardly

(a) Relationship between manual scores and DTW distance using Euclid
distance. Correlation Coefficient = -0.43.

(b) Relationship between manual scores and DTW distance using BD.
Correlation Coefficient = -0.79.

(c) Relationship between manual scores and DTW distance using KL-div.
Correlation Coefficient = -0.74.

Fig. 5: Relationship between manual score and three kinds of
DTW distances.

handle slight differences between two similar context-dependent
phonemes. Thus many tied-states of native acoustic models be-
come redundant, which brings bad effects on the posterior simi-
larity estimation. Here, English speeches could be just considered
as “non-native speeches” for a Japanese acoustic model, so it is
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(a) DTW distance is computed using the 9,000 tied-states Japanese acoustic
model. Correlation Coefficient = -0.52.

(b) DTW distance is computed using the 3,000 tied-states Japanese acoustic
model. Correlation Coefficient = -0.74.

Fig. 6: Relationship between manual score and three kinds of
DTW distances.

not surpursing that the 3,000 tied-state model overperformed the
9,000 one. The same phenomenon also happens when try to do
speech recognition or speech assessments for non-native speak-
ers using native mono-phone/tri-phone acoustic models. In many
situations, mono-phone models have better performance than the
tri-phone ones.

6. Conclusion and Future Work
In this study, we first collected English shadowing speeches

from 125 university students in Japan. Then we manually scored
these speeches. The result showed that the speaker-level manual
scores and TOEIC scores have a rather low correlation, which
confirmed our doubts about TOEIC scores. After manual scor-
ing, both GMM-based and DNN-based GOP scores were com-
puted. The results showed that DNN-based GOP score has higher
correlation with manual scores than GMM-based one, and about
67% relative improvement was gained. In addition, the DTW
distance between model utterances and shadowed utterances us-
ing the English acoustic model based on Euclid distance, BD and
KL-div were also computed. A high correlation between DTW
distance and manual scores was seen. Finally we changed En-
glish model to Japanese model, tried 2 different numbers of phys-

ical states and computed DTW distances again. The 3,000 tied-
state Japanese model has very close performance comparing to
the English one.

In the future, we are going to:
• Apply LDA dimension reduction and FMLLR to HTK

GMM model to make the comparisons more consistent.
• Use regression models to improve assessment accuracy as

we already did in our previous study [5]. For sentence-level
or phrase-level assessment, regression models based on su-
pervised learning will be needed.

• Try more different tied-state numbers. There should be
an optimal number of physical states which maximizes the
correlation coefficient between DTW distances and manual
scores for both the English model and the Japanese model.

• Compute GOP scores and DTW distances for the other utter-
ances in the collected corpus. By finding out the sentences
with maximum variances, we may be able to choose the best
10 sentences for shadowing assessments automatically.
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